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INTRODUCTION:
The Department's main lines of academic interest
continued as in 1971 - a general interest in world politics
at large, and in theories and ideas about international
relations;
a special interest in Asian international
politics;
and a further interest in Australian foreign and
defence policy. These three elements interlock. Some
members of the staff concern themselves with all three,
others with only one or two. So long as few Australian
universities provide resources for the study of international
relations (a fact commented on by Michael Howard of All Souls
College, Oxford, who spent part of 1971 in Australia as a
Fellow under the Commonwealth ScholarsnJp _and Fellowship
Plan) , the policy of the Department will be to cover a wide
range of interests, rather than to concentrate on a few
specific lines of enquiry.
Such a policy, while justified by the circumstances, has
its disadvantages. One is that an interest in general issues
can be mistaken for superficiality; another is that the
special interests of some staff members in particular
regional problems may be regarded as not involving enough
generality of approach, in terms of the international system
at large. These possible disadvantages need to be kept in
mind if the Department is to pursue a clear course.
Generally, contact between generalists and specialists in
the Department is frequent and fruitful, especially in
seminars.
A problem which the Department has discussed during
1971 is the extent to which it should provide instruction
in international relations theory for its students, some of
whom have not previously taken International Relations as a
university subject, but have graduated in History or
Politics. The Department attaches special weight to
undergraduate and post-graduate training as a qualification
for Ph.D. scholarships, but considers that good research
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work can still be done by adaptable people who have not had
such training. Some Ph.D. students consider that they may
be unfavourably affected in the examination of their theses,
and in their later careers, unless they have some formal
training. The Department, while equipped to give it,
believes from past experience that it cannot be successfully
incorporated into the existing three years' course for the
Ph.D. which students often find too short for the completion
of their theses. Perhaps the answer will lie in future in
some special preparatory M.A. course. Meanwhile, the
Department will continue to hold special seminars on
theoretical topics, so that students and staff can exchange
views on substantial issues of a general character.
In the main, the Department regards its role as that of
providing sound research on international topics, encouraging
informed discussion of them, and assisting other universities
by producing candidates for staff positions. The account
below of research in progress indicates what is being done
to further the first of these objectives, while the list of
lectures and other activities undertaken by the staff shows
how the second is being pursued.
The Department's
relationship with the Australian Institute of International
Affairs, its close connection with the Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, and its part in setting up the Contemporary
China Centre, are aspects of both objectives. So far as the
third is concerned, two of the Department's graduates,
Drs. Male and Smith, were appointed to teach in the Faculty
of Military Studies of the University of N. S.W. during 1971.
Although exact enumeration is difficult, a rough check
suggested that between 30 and 40 per cent of those teaching
international politics in Departments of Politics at
Australian universities were either graduates or formerly on
the staff of this Department .
STAFF CHANGES:
Two new Senior Research Fellows joined the staff in
1971, Messrs. W.A.C.Adie and Geoffrey Warner. Mr. Adie,
formerly of St. Antony's College, Oxford, is working on
Chinese foreign policy, especially in relation to Southeast
Asia and Africa. Mr. Warner, who was Reader in Politics at
the un'i versi ty of Reading, will write a diplomatic history
of the Vietnam War.
Professor R. G. Neale, who is editing the Documents on
Australian Foreign Policy which the Department of Foreign
Affairs will produce in the next few years, became an
Honorary Fellow of the Department, and is undertaking some
supervision for it. In October an Honorary Fellowship was
conferred on Professor M. Margaret Ball, of Duke University,
and during the year the Department was also glad to be host
to Mr. Michael Howard and to Professor M. S. Rajan, the
University's Asian Fellow for 1971-2. Professor Okudaira
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was also pre~ent for most of the year.
These visitors all
provided valuable contributions at semi nars .
Professor Bull and Mr. Girling returned from study leave
in the latter part of the year.
RESEARCH AND TRAVEL.
Professors Miller and Bull continued respectively with
the works on which they have been engaged for the past
several years. Professor Miller's is a contribution to the
series of Surveys of Commonwealth Affairs published for
Chatham House in London.
It deals wi th changes since 1953
in the Commonwealth of Nations as an association of states.
In the course of this work he re-wrote the article on
'British Empire and Commonwealth' for the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, and prepared a chapter on 'Commonwealth Studies•
for a book to be published by Chatham House on changes in
international studies in the past 50 years . When the volume
is finished (in the middle of 1972, he hopes), he will begin
on a book tentatively entitled The Survival of the
Sovereign State. Professor Bull 1 s work is on the conditions
of world order; most of the lectures and papers he
prepared in 1971 were related t o one or another aspect of
this.
Dr. Millar's current work has been largely on aspects
of Australian foreign policy.
During the year he prepared
for publication two books which will appear early in 1972.
One is a collection of essays on this theme, the other the
diaries of Lord Casey when Australian Minister for External
Affairs.
Most of Dr. O'Neill's research time was devoted to
Australia's role in the Korean War, of which he is the
official historian. Like Dr. Millar, he worked on aspects
of Australian foreign and defence policies; on the South
Pacific, including Papua-New Gu i nea;
and on the conflict
in Indo-China.
Mr. Jukes, who is the Department's specialist on the
Soviet Union, prepared a book on the Soviet Union and Asia,
and one entitled The _Brusilov Offens i ve and its Consequences.
Both are to be publ1shed in 1972. Three of h1s earl1er
books on World War II are being translated into French,
Japanese, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese;
some have
already appeared in French and Japanese. He continues to
work on Soviet defence policy, strategic thought, and policy
towards the Arab world and Africa .
As already indicated, Mr. Adie is concentrating on
Chinese politics and foreign relations, with special
emphasis on the background of the Cultural Revolution and
on China's relations with countries of the Third World.
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Mr. Sissons, who speci alises i n Japan, continued his
long-standing work on Austral i an-Japanese relations, and
prepared a short book of documents on post-war Japanese
history.
Mr. Girling is concerned with Southeast Asia generally,
and especially with Thailand and Indo-China. His contacts
during study leave gave him further material on which to
work.
Dr. Holbraad, whose interests include the relations
between three grades of powers (super, middle and small)
in world politics, continued work on a book to be called
Super Powers and International Anarchy .
He edited and
contributed to Super Powers and World Order, a collection of
papers largely by members of the Department, which the A.N.U.
Press published in 1971.
Sir Alan Watt completed a book of personal diplomatic
memoirs, to be published in 1972, and the first draft of a
Working Paper on voting power at the United Nations.
Research work of the kind described above calls for a
good deal of foreign travel, mainly to gather materials
unavailable in Australia, but also to meet other scholars
and to sense the atmosphere of political change. Without
such a sense the specialist in international relations may
find that he is working in a vacuum.
Members of the staff
made a number of journeys during the year, some on field work,
some on study leave, and some on funds provided by outside
bodies, but all enabling them to gain further insight into
political conditions. During most of these trips, as
indicated below, they lectured at overseas institutions.
Professor Miller visited Singapore for the Commonwealth Heads
of Government Meeting in January, and London and New York
in August. Professor Bull's study leave was spent in the
United States, where he was Visiting Professor of Political
Science at Columbia University, and in Britain, where he was
Visiting Research Associate at the International Institute
for Strategic Studies and the London School of Economics.
He also visited Italy for the International Institute for
Strategic Studies annual conference, which Dr. O'Neill also
attended. On this journey Dr. O'Neill visited centres of
strategic studies in the U.S.A . , Europe and India. He spent
four weeks in Indo-China, Thailand and Singapore in May and
June.
Dr. Millar was invited to a conference on the Indian
Ocean in Washington in June, and took the opportunity of
visiting Britain, India and Thailand on his way back.
Mr.
Girling's study leave took him to a number of centres of
Southeast Asian studies in that part of the world, and in
the Soviet Union, Britain, France, Canada and the U.S.A.
Sir Alan Watt accepted an invitation to be the main speaker
at the annual conference of the New Zealand Institute of
International Affairs.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES:
In matters connected with the study of international
relations, members of the staff took part in a variety of
extra activities. Profes~or Miller continued as Chairman
of the Editorial Advisory Committee for the publication of
documents on Australian foreign policy, and helped in
planning the courses for diplomatic trainees. Professor
Bull was re-elected to the Council of the International
Institute for Strategic Studies. He resumed his position
as Research Chairman of the Australian Institute of
International Affairs, of which Dr. Millar continued as
Director. Dr. O'Neill served again as Head of the
University's Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, and went
on with the official history of the Korean War. A new and
valuable role was undertaken by Mr. Sissons, who was
appointed specialist adviser on Japan to the newly created
Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence.
His task will be to advise the committee in a long and
detailed study of Japan's external policies as these affect
Australia.
It would be tedious to append a list of all the lectures
and papers given outside the University by members of the
staff, especially since in many cases these repeat the
information given in earlier reports. As before, there
were numerous lectures to training courses for diplomats and
public servants, to staff colleges and cadet schools, and
to branches of the Australian Institute of International
Affairs, as well as submissions to the Joint Parliamentary
Committee on Foreign Affairs. The sum of these was
considerable. Much of the work at seminars of the Strategic
and Defence Studies Centre was done by members of the
Department. Professor Bull lectured at universities in
London, Oxford, Aberystwyth and Lancaster; Dr. O'Neill in
New Delhi, Singapore and Cambridge, Mass., as well as in
Sydney and Melbourne; Mr. Jukes and Mr. Sissons in Melbourne,
Mr. Girling in Singapore, London and New York; Dr. Holbraad
in Sydney; and Professor Miller in Singapore. Public
conferences in Sydney and Canberra were given papers on
Japanese-Australian relations by Mr. Sissons and Professor
Miller, and on Indonesian-Australian relations by Professor
Miller.
SEMINARS:
The Department ran two main series of seminars, one on
Work in Progress, and one on the ideas of statesmen during
the period from Cold War to the present international detente.
There were also occasional seminars on particular topics.
Some of these were given by members of staff, either on their
return from abroad or for special purposes:
e.g., Professor
Miller repeated his 1968 seminars on Writing a Thesis.
There were also seminars by visitors, including Professor
Jean-Baptiste Duroselle of the Sorbonne; Professor
c. Hartley Grattan, University of Texas; Dr. Bernard Gordon
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Research Analysis Corporation, Washington; Professor
S. G. Brown, University of Hawaii; Professors Okudaira and
Rajan, Mr. Michael Howard, and the High Commissioner for
Singapore.
STUDENT MATTERS:
At various stages in 1971 some 20 students were at work
in the Department. Of these, 15 were still at work on
their theses at the end of the year, four had submitted their
theses, and one, while his thesis was finished, had not
formally submitted. To the subjects listed in the 1970
report were added Mr. J. D. Armstrong on Chinese policy in
Southeast Asia, Mr. I. Clark on Soviet-Indian relations,
Mr. B. N. Primrose on Naval Policy, Mr. C. Thayer on
Vietnam, and Mr. D. G. Verrall on the Role of the Aircraft
Carrier.
This number of students was the biggest in the School,
and the biggest that the Department had so far experienced.
While 'bigness' of the order of 20 students may appear
ludicrous to those accustomed to dealing with hundreds of
undergraduates, it is important to recognise that Ph.D.
students engaged on theses present special problems which
appear to be accentuated as the number of students grows.
Each one is engaged on a different topic and requires
individual treatment, which may (e.g., in the case of field
work) involve considerable administrative work.
To an
increasing extent, Ph.D. students are married with children,
and are often involved in complex problems of living,
accentuated by uncertainty about the jobs they hope to
get when they finish.
The Ph.D. itself is a taxing affair
when it invol~es (as is usually the case in this Department),
an individual and sometimes lonely effort at a definitive
piece of work.
Some of the effects of bigness were felt during the
year, partly in complaints by students about the lack of an
intimate atmosphere in the Department, and partly in the
emergence, to a greater extent than before, of problems
arising from students' leaving to take jobs before the
completion of their theses, and from some gaps in supervision
when members of staff went on study leave or field work.
At a number of meetings with students, these matters were
discussed frankly, and suggestions made for impro~ement.
While it was recognised that nothing could ensure success
for every student, changes were begun in a number of the
Department's procedures relating to students.
Taking these from the time when an application for a
scholarship is received, the Department will:
a.

correspond more fully with intending students
about their topics;
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b.

relate these more closely to the declared
interests of members of the staff who may
become supervisors;

c.

accelerate the decision about a topic
after the student arrives, so as to shorten
the period during which he is not working
purposefully on his thesis;

d.

provide two supervisors, a primary and
secondary, so as to · give continued attention
when one is away from Canberra;

e.

impress constantly on students the need for
a thesis to conform to standards of
structure, unity, clear statement, logical
argument, originality, effective evidence ,
and recognition of the context of scholarly
work in which it will find a place;

f.

try to ensure that at least the first full
draft of a thesis has been completed before
a student leaves Canberra.

In addition to adopting these changes, the Department
has re-ordered its arrangements for Work in Progress
seminars so as to make them less formal and of more critical .
value to the students giving the seminars. A full
departmental meeting each term will consider reports of
departmental, School and University decisions that may
affect students, and will talk over suggestions for
improving the procedures and relationships of the
Department itself.
PUBLICATIONS:
W. A. C. Adie:
'Make war or do business?' China Report, New Delhi,
vol. VII No. 2, March/April 1971, pp.7-10.
'China, Israel and the Arabs', Conflict Studies
(Institute for the Study of Conflict, London), Study
No. 12, May 1971, p.l8.
'China's Diplomatic Breakthrough', World Review,
Brisbane, Vol. X No. 2, July 1971, pp. 13-27.
'China's Diplomatic Breakthrough', Revised and
reprinted in Mizan, Vol. XIII No. 3, pp. 59-71
(Central Asian Research Centre, London).
'Exported rivalries:
China and the Soviets',
Current Affairs Bulletin, University of Sydney,
Vol. 48, No. 6, Nov. 1971, pp. 163-176.
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H. N. BULL:
Strategic Arms Limitation: The Precedent of the
Washin~ton and London Naval Treaties, Occasional
Paper, university of Chicago, Center for Policy
Study, 1971, 44pp.
'Order vs. Justice in International Society',
Political Studies, vol. XIX No. 3, September 1971
pp • 2 6 9-2 8 3 •
'The New Balance of Power in Asia and the
Pacific', Foreign Aff~s, Vol. 49 No. 4, July
1971, pp. 669-681.
'Europe and the Wider World, 'The Round Table,
No. 244, October 1971, pp. 455-463.
'Strategic Aspects', in Bruce Brown ed. Asia and
the Pacific in the 1970's. The Roles of the
United States, Australia and New Zealand.
A.N.U. Press 1971, pp. 230-237.
'International Theory:
The Case for a Classical
Approach', in Bruce L. Sanders and Alan C. Durbin
ed.: Contemporary International Politics, John
Wiley and Sons Inc., New York, 1971, pp. 15-25.
'The Objectives of Arms Control', in
Robert J. Art and Kenneth N. Waltzed.:
The Use of Force: International Politics and
Fore1gn Policy, Boston 1971, pp. 349-365.
'World Order and the Super Powers', in Carsten
Holbraad ed: Super Powers and World Order 1
A.N.U. Press 1971, pp. 140-154.
J. L. S. GIRLING:
'Regional Security in Southeast Asia', Journal of
Southeast Asian Studies, Vol.2., No. 1, March 1971,
pp. 56-65.
'Cambodia and the Sihanouk Myths', Institute of
South East Asian Studies, Occasional Paper No. 7,
June 1971, pp. 1-27.
'Nixon's "Algeria": Doctrine and Disengagement
in Indochina', Pacific Affairs, Vol. 44 No. 4,
Winter 1971-72, pp.
C. HOLBRAAD:
(Ed.)
Super Powers and World Order, A.N.U. Press,
1971, 161 + xxi pp.
'Condominium and Concert', SuEer Powers and World
Order, A.N.U. Press, 1971, 24 pp.
'The Role of Middle Powers', Estudios Internacionales,
Santiago, March 1971 (in Span1sh); and
Co-operation and Conflict, Vol.2, 1971 (in English)
14 pp.
'The Concert of Europe', Australian Outlook,
April 1971, 16pp.
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G. JUKES:
'The Cape Route, the Indian Ocean and the Soviet
Union', World Review (Brisbane, July 1971, pp.
4-12.
(Repr1nted in Survival, Journal of the
International Institute of Strategic Studies,
Nov. 1971).
T. B. MILLAR:
'The Indian Ocean in Australia's Strategic
Environment', and 'Japan's Defence and Foreign
Policies' in Proceedings of a Defence Seminar,
Adelaide, United Service Institution of South
Australia, 1970, pp. 3-22,
43-64.
'Strategic Significance of the Melanesian Area',
in Marion W. Ward (Ed.), The Politics of
Melanesia, A.N.U. Press, 1970, pp. 273-281.
'The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and
Super Power Condominium', in Carsten Holbraad (Ed.},
Super Powers and World Order, A.N.U. Press, 1971,
pp 6 4-73
0

0

'South Asia', in Bruce Brown (Ed.}, Asia and the
Pacific in the 1970s, A.N . U. Press, 1971, pp. 29-39
'Federal - State Relations in Australia', Journal of
Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies, July/
September 1970, Vol. IV, No. 3, pp. 297-305.
'Trends in Australian Defence Policy', Journal of
Southeast Asian Studies, March 1971, Vol.II, No. 1
pp. 49-55.
J. ,D. B. MILLER:
'Australian Policy in the Indo-Pacific Theatre', in
Paul Streeten and Hugh Corbet (Eds.), Commonwealth
Policy in a Global Context, Frank Cass and Co.,
London, 1971, pp. 32-41.
'Politicians, Officials and Prophets', International
Journal Vol.XXVI, No . 2, Spring 1971, pp. 325-337.
'Australia and Southeast Asia: National Interests
in the 1970s', Journal of Southeast Asian Studies,
Vol.II No. 1, March 1971, pp . 32-37.
'Notes on Australian Relations with South Africa',
Australian Outlook, Vol.25, No . 2, August 1971,
pp. 132-140.
'The U.S.A. and the 1980s', Australian Outlook,
Vol.25, No.3, December 1971, pp. 285-294.
R. J. O'NEILL:
'The Army in Pagua-New Guinea, Canberra Papers on
Strategy and Defence, No.lO, 32pp., ANU Press.
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(R.J.O'NEILL cont'd.)
Peking-Hanoi Relations in 1970, Contemporary China
Papers No.2, 30pp., ANU Press.
'Contingencies and Capacities - Likely Australian
Defence Commitments .in the 1970s', Proceedings of
Symposium on Defence Policy and Procurement, 28pp.
ANU Centre for Continuing Education.
'Southeast Asia and Australian Defence Policy',
Proceedings of Defence Seminar, pp. 65-93,
United Service Institution of South Australia.
'Malaya and Singapore - Their Strategic Implications
for Australia', in Problems of Australian Defence,
Ed. H. G. Gelber, pp. 97-106, O.U.P.
'Australia and Vietnam', Australia's Neighbours,
Fourth Series, No.77, September/October 197~ pp.l-4.
'Problems of New Guinean Foreign Relations and
Defence', in Proceedings of a Seminar on PapuaNew Guinea, pp. 52-60, United Service Institution of
South Australia.
G. WARNER:
'The Reconstruction and Defence of Western Europe
after 1945', being Chapter 10 (pp. 259-92) of
Troubled Neighbours: Franco-British Relations in the
Twent1eth Century, N.H.Wa1tes (ed.), Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, London, 1971.
(Completed while a member
of the Department of Politics, Reading University.)
SIR ALAN WATT:
'Australia's Reaction to Growing Japanese Influence
in the Far East', in The Round Table, No. 241,
January 1971, pp. 25-31.
'Southeast Asia in the 1970s', in Bruce Brown (Ed.)
Asia and the Paci£ic in the 1970s, pp. 40-60.
ANU Press, 1971.

